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3 . Linac-to-Arc$ Matching Section Quadrtipolea
Small bom conventional de qusdrupoles with p e r t a i n
born 1 to 2.576cm wen designed end prototypes built and
measured. Wt— fetirkstmn tfchnlojiti mrhulint the u*t "f—r»
electric discharge loafing (EDM) to economlcaUy generate the
pole tip ccatotim and aperture tolerances a n described. Mag
netic measurement data bora a prototype of a lem aperture
quadripole with passible use in future e / e ~ super colliders
a n presented. At a current of 400A, the lent achieved a gra
dient or 2.475 T/cm, and had an efficiency of 78.0W.
+

1. Introduction
Successful operation of the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC)
is baled on acceleration of intense single rf-bunche» of positrons
and electron* up to enemies of—50 GeV, followed by transport
over a distance of—IA km through two independent magnetic
arc systems to an interaction point. There, these bunch™ must
be brought to collision with spot siset 2e < Sum. This requires
quadripole lenses having gradient-length products fdl —IDT
along the tut half of the list** accelerator, and < ~ H 0 T in
the special matching sections of the arcs and the final focus.
Moreover, beam optical and coat considerations demand ae
ries operation of groups of as many as eight quadripoles from
one power supply with precise tracking (1 pa**, in 10*) over an
energy interval of 23 < E„ < 55 GeV. -Space limitations re
quire short quadrupolea and high field gradients to c thieve the
necessary strength. Conventional bra-core dc quadrnpolea can
meet these criteria only for small apertures. Those quadrupoiee
which a n located in the linac are limited to an aperture of
> 2.578 em. The combined function arc magnets have an aper
ture of 1.27 cm. Beam spot sties of several lens to hundreds
of microns in the arcs and final focus "ntfhirg sections allow
the use of quedrepoles which also have apertures of 1.27 cm.
2 . Accelerator Quadrapolea
The existing disc-loaded waveguide structures in the SLAC
llnac limited the quadrupolet to an iron length of —10.5cm.
Thus, the required gradient had to be ~ l T / e m to achieve
the necessary /Gd« = 10T. Extensive studies using the twodimensional computer code *POJSSON" ind^ated that, with
judicious Juggling of the pole tip shape and ceil slot depth
and width, a qnadrupole achieving a gradient of lT/em in a
2.57B cm aperture was feasible. A prototype of each a magnet
was built and measured. The results confirmed the computer
predictions. kmdmgeaKonrageirs&t to b y for higher gradknta
from smaller apertures.
This magnet was fabricated aa a four-part, split qnadropole
with multi-turn coils. Precision stamped Umlmtinn. of 18gauge, C100S steel were used to stack the con, requiring no
farther marnlningof the pole tip contour. A total of ~ 2 » such
quadrupslea are being constmcted for installation in the linae.
> WoA nepntod IT tie DrpattatM of Eawar,
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Eightquadrupoi«haviiiganapotoreof2.0SScmwexedeaignsd and built for installation in the linac-to-arca matching
sections. The strongest required jGil -SOT. The cons wen
made of O.033S cm thick C100S steel laminations, which w e n
stacked into quadrants, wdde>* «od annealed. Then ail four
quadrants of one magnet re mounted on a planer with a hy
draulic contour attachmr
o follow a template for machining
of back leg contact lurfoc
aid pole contours with a single
point cutting tool. First mc-iunmcnta after assembly showed
bom variations of aa much as 0.018 em between magnets. Cor
rective machining t» <uced t!i variatior>s to —0.005 cm, about
twice the desired tolerance of nart in 10*. Magnetic measure
ments of strength and harmonic analysis followed. Two groups
of four magnets of three different lengths wen found to track
over the required range of currents to within 0.3%. After beam
transport studies verified that such a variation In strength in
these lenses had no effect on the tam spot else, and thus ex
pected luminosity at the interact -a point, the magnets wen
installed to be powered by one pr -°sr supply per group. The
harmonic contests of all magnets - :a well within desired lim
its.
A. Arcs and Final Focus
Matching Section Quadrupolea
Experience up to this point gave encouragement for devel
opment of lenses with much smaller apertures capable of gen
erating much higher field gradients and strength. The desire
to develop such high-gradientterjes was driven by the need to
economically achieve targe beta values in a limited apace.
In these matching sections, a system of optically related
quadruples and then' power supply is required to a t set to
within 0.1% of the correct value and to track and operate
within this ±0.1% hand. If this variation is divided evenly be
tween the power supply and the magoeta in the series string,
it means that each magnet roust have the same gradient over a
range of currents within 1 part in 2/100, or 0.05%. For Identi
cal steel characteristics, and no gap* other than t i e aperture,
all 1.27 a n apcrtun qoadrupotes connected in a series string
must then have the same apertures to within 1.2T/2jOOO,or6.4
x l t r ^ c m . Thw variation is alrnoston oiderofmagnitadelaes
produce. Broaching ahonld theoretically produce sperturesof
required shape and tolerance. This idea was not pursued be
yond toe inquiry stage because of expensive tooling and an
expected lengthy E ft D program.
For one optica solution, the longest lenses bavr> a e o n
length of —1.2m. Two prototypes of such magnets wan built
to compare. One was a conventional four-piece quadropole
with water-cooled, eight-turn coils. The e o n structum was
made from lcVgauge ClOOS laminations stacked and welded
Into quadrants, then tnjsb-mechiried est a planer and bolted
toavtber to rasirit m a 1.27 cm apertanimsotapole structure.
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The second prototype resulted from an idee advanced by
G. Fiedler, namely to produce a qnadrupole from one-piece,
cruciform-type lafluhatMfte held together with lour symmet
rically placed ttiroagh-bota or tie-rods. The came lrVgeuge
C100S material ana need, and the atack clamped to a rigid
box •tructurt to aatvia atiaicbtnete and freedom from twist.
Single-turn, water-tooled topper ceils were fabricated, inserted
in hairpin fashion and brated into * low-impedance, four-coil
quadrupote circuit. The idea waa to ran the quadrupoks in eerie* with all the combined-function arc magnets, but at a km
tMrnnSeM current of ~2.0t»A.
Both prototypes wet* magnetically analysed. They had
apprariiiij^ryarualandactepcihleiwo-o^oViipofeharnioiiic
content of 1 to 2 x 10"*. The / C d l vs. I tor both magueta
It ihown n Fit- '• at according to prediction. While both
magneto Hved up to expectations aa single units, it una not
clear that the four-piece quadr upole could reliably ba produced
in large number* for series-string operation. The einglc-piece
quadripole can probably meet this requirement, but proved
to be relatively expensive to fabricate, in addition to being
burdened by the high-current, low- impedance characteristics.
l l
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Fig. 1 - - / G d i vs. I Aa Measured
b addition to tenses with /Gdf -HOT, then are many
others required in the interval IS < JCAl < SOT. For a core
length of 12 to IS em, wire electric discharge milling (EDM)
can economically produce pole tip contours at least aa accu
rate a* the one-piece hminaiiana produced form one die, and
perhaps a (actor of two better. The next step w«» to expand
this concept to Inter lenses made up of several 12 to IS cm
loot modular, and incorporating ataodard murU-iurn coils.
Several laminated (M-gauge) four-piece core modules were
tOJiiUiKlod, They wen wemed, annealed, back leg surfaces
ground, and then all font quadranta bolted and dowelled tngetber to grind she and faces flat and parallel. Then the pole
contours were machined by wire EDM to a tolerance of ±5jim.
After considerable difficulties during the conventional machin
ing piocaes. a t t ueeabk> IS a n core wa* ruusbaL Coils were
instrQed, and the magnet analysed (see Fig. 2}.
After asaaaaing the dimtwHiea experienced during nun£DM nasrnmtnt and analysing teat implications, it waa de
cided to abandon the luxury of using Eaatineticiui in order to

Fig. 2 - - Gradient va. Current of Four-Piece, 1,27cm
Aperture Laminated Quadrupole Module
be able to shuffle and average out steel magnetic variations.
Since the quantity of steel required for any given group of mag
nets is small, the core blocks can be cut from one plate of steel
with the expectation that, over such a small volume, varia
tions in magnetic characteristics will be minimised. With this
plan, tore blocks can be machined and ground to the same bite
wishing ~25;im and, after assembly into a cure modulo, pole
tip contours of all fouc blocks cut by wire EDM In one aet-up,
This approach minimiiec muhining toils, became enly imsll
amounts of steel are removed from square shapes on standard
milling machines and grinders, The only critical operation is
the generation of the aperture and pole contour by aumerleallycontrolled wire EDM. Once programmed cor xtly, this opera
tion will produce a part-to-part tolerance of — ±2.Sum,
Multiple-module assemblies are made by inserting a pre
cision grcind plug of same diameter as the aperture into ad
jacent modules, which are, after proper alignment, clamped
end-to-end ar-d welded together. After an appropriate number
of modules are joined in this manner, the core can ba unbolted
for insertion ol coils, and then reassembled to original machine
precision. The adopted SLC optical configuration requires ap
proximately SO lenses having an aperture of 1.27 cm made up
of from one to five modules each. Typically, four to eight of
these magnLts, not necessary all having the same length, are
connected in a series to one power supply.
Magnetic measurement of these small aperture quadrupoles
poses aome unique problems. For apertures less than —1.9
cm, a rotating coil is not rigid enough to be centered preeiaehj on the aperture. Instead, a taut wire coil b translated
across the aperture in steps by computer control. The fCit
is then calculated from the output voltage. The prsmnt appa
ratus allows translation only along one of the coordinate axes.
Thus, a calculation of aarnionk content of the field Is difficult
if the denied accuracy of one part in W is to be met. The
computer code "POISSON* calculates harmonic content, hut
only atkr.-ed harmonics are computed, i.e. 12 pole, 20 pole,
28 pole, e t c Moreover, for email aperture:, ft a> difficult to
obtain enough mesh points over which • smooth interpolation
bclMuji meah porn* may be made. The 12-pote calculation
usually agrees with rotating coil measorcmenta within a few
percent, but all higher harmonics values are mote a function of
the •rsDularity of the mesh than the actual harmonic content
of the field.

6. A Future 1cm Quadrupole

The SLAC Magnetic Measurements group i» currently de
veloping a rotating toil farm made of silicon carbide, which
should be stiff enough to measure the longest (~3/4m) of the
1.27 cm aperture quedrupoles.

+

Future e /e~ super colliders are expected to have beams
with even smailcr transverse dimensions than the SLC and
some requirements could, perhaps, be satisfied with 1 cm aper
ture lenses. A prototype of such a lens was designed and built.
Computer studies showed that gradients up to 2.ST/cm could
be achieved. The pole tip Eeldia 1.J5T, the magnetic efficiency,
—81.3%, and the current density in the B-turn per pole capper
coil is llS3A/cra*. A computer-generated flux plot ia ahown
in Tig. 4. The core length of the prototype la 15.24 cm, the
effective magnetic length -15.74 em, and the apertute 0.99B
cm. The lens was powered to 400A, and achieved a gradient
of 2.4TS T/cm. At this excitation, the efficiency was 76.6%
Harmonic analysis was still in progress at press time.

5. Quadrupole Design Considerations
The experience with the quedrupoles described above, as
well as the insight gained from numerous computer studies,
leads to several generalizations about high gradients in conven
tional quadrupole structures. It has beenfoundthat saturation
in the pole base limits the pole tipfieldto 1 to 1.1T, where the
pole base is defined as the area when the pateflanksjoin the
coil pockets. Any increase in ampere-lurris per pole above this
level merely increases the volume of pole base iron, which is at
flax densities of 2.1 to Z.3T, while the pole tip flax increases
very little. J" the rotated coordinate system of the poles, the
equilateral hyperbola is given by xy = a'/2. It was found that
the optimal Xiui - 1.6a, where « i s the aperture radius. Ex
tending the hyperbola out farther decreases the 12-pole con
tent of the field, but also increases the pole base saturation.
Conversely, reducing the extent of the hyperbola decreases the
pole base saturation, while it simultaneously rapidly increases
the 12-pole content of the field. Theoretically, the coil should
be located as close to the aperture as geometry and current
density will permit. However, moving <ke coil in increases the
pole Bank angle, shortens the pole somewhat, and decreases the
pole base area. The net effect of all these variables is that coil
location has little effect on magnetic efficiency, defined here as
the ratio of ampere-turns required to drive the aperture nux
to the total ampere-turns required to generate this aperture
flux in an iron magnet. Coil current densities slso have an ef
fect on magiiet efficiency, but economic considerations (power
costs) show that current densities in excess of —BOOA/cm* are
not cost-effective, The relationship of quadrupole gradient ver
sus aperture for magnetic efficiencies > 80% ia ehown in Fig.
3. Computer simulations show that if the pole is made of a
cobalt-iron alloy, which aaturates at --2.4T, the pale tip field
can be pushed to perhaps 1.2S to 1.3T. But this materia] is
expensive, not readily available, and hard to machine.

4 - - Compuler-Ceneisled Flux Plot of
1 cm Quadrupole at 2.5 T/cm
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Tig- 5 - - Gradient vs. Quadripole Aperture
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